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Melody gardot songs

An acclaimed vocalist known for her audacity from jazz, Brazilian traditions, folk and artful pop. 2005 is Some Lessons, as a form of music therapy, while recovering from a head injury.• Verve Records offered her a deal after her record label heard her 2006 album, Offensive Heart.• Her 2009 single Who Will Comfort Me reached 6 on billboard's chart for smooth jazz songs.She hit 1
on billboard's traditional jazz album chart with 2012's The Absence and 2015's Currency of a Man 2015. , her LP 2015, was nominated for best album, non-classical Grammy Award.In 2020 she collaborated with Sting on the Latin-born duo Little Thing. Gardot was born in New Jersey in 1985 to a single mother who worked as a photographer. Her mother struggled to make ends
meet, and Gardot spent much of her youth in Philadelphia with her immigrant grandmother. He started taking piano lessons at the age of nine, and from the age of 16 he was already performing in local nightclubs, singing a mix of jazz, pop and rock cover songs. At 19, while studying fashion at college in Philadelphia, she was riding her bike when she was hit by an SUV that made
an illegal turn. For a year, Gardot was confined to the hospital bed and underwent physiotherapy. Her injuries left her with an increased sensitivity to light and sound, and as a result she gravitated to softer music, including barefoot nova, jazz, French hansson and folk music. Spending a lot of time on her back, she learned to play guitar and started writing songs as part of her
therapy. Some of these songs will become the basis for her debut EP, Some Lessons from 2005: The Bedroom Sessions, which assembled a radio game in Philadelphia. After his release from intensive care, Guardo began pursuing his career seriously, even as he suffered permanent physical trauma from the accident. Hypersensitivity to light and noise, she began to wear dark
glasses, a style that remains part of her brand. For several years, she also toured with a physiotherapist and performed a transcutaneous electro-nerve stimulator (or TENS device) to help relieve nervous and muscle pain. Despite these obstacles, she recorded her full-size debut, Worrisome Heart, released on Go west in 2007. Well received, the album reached number two on the
Billboard chart. In 2009, Gardo returned with his follow-up, My Only Thrill. The album includes a production by Larry Klein with an arrangement from Vince Mendoza, who is well known for his work with Joni Mitchell and other legendary jazz and pop artists. The album reached number two billboard traditional jazz albums. She returned in 2012 with a third studio long-lasting player,
The Absence Produced by guitarist/composer Heitor Pereira, she found that it continued to encompass Brazilian, Spanish and African sounds, including samba, tango, barefoot nova and calypso. Her efforts continued her upward trajectory, landing in the Top 30 on the Billboard 200 and reaching the top of the U.S. jazz album chart. With 2015's Man's Currency, Gardot further
expanded his musical direction by strealing with Klein for a set of omniscient, socially conscious songs influenced by R&amp;a; and &amp;quot;Blues&amp;quot; and jazz. Concert album Live in Europe, which is full of concerts, arrives in 2018 and shoots the singer in a series of shows recorded between 2012 and 2016. In 2020, he reconnected with Klein for Sunset in The Blue,
which also features contributions from Mendoza legends and engineer Al Schmidt. ~ Matt Collar, RoviPage 2Born Roberta Joan Anderson in Fort MacLeod, Alberta, Canada, on November 7, 1943, she was struck down with polio at the age of nine; while recovering in a children's hospital, she began her career singing to other patients. After learning to play guitar using a textbook
for Pete Seeger, she went to art college and became a supporter of the folk music scene around Alberta. After moving to Toronto, she married Chuck Mitchell in 1965 and began performing under the name Joni Mitchell. A year later, the couple moved to Detroit, Michigan, but split soon after; Johnny stayed in Motor City, but gained considerable authority for his borough skills and
smoky, distinctive vocals, leading to a string of high-performance performances in New York. There she became a cause among the media and other performers; After signing with Reprise in 1967, David Crosby offered to present his album, an acoustic experience that appeared the following year. Her songs also found great success with other singers: in 1968, Judy Collins scored
a big hit with Mitchell's Written Two Sides Now, while Fairport Convention encompassed East Rain and Tom Rush recorded The Circular Game. Thanks to the exhibition, Mitchell began to gain a strong cult following; In 1969, Clouds reached the 1940s, and the ladies of the canyon of 1970 sold even better with the power of one Big-Yellow taxi. It also includes her atemic
composition Woodstock, a major hit for Crosby, Stills, Our &amp; Young&quot;. Still, commercial and critical approval, awarding its remarkable 1971 record Blue, is unprecedented: a glowing, age-old confessional set written mostly during a European vacation, the album firmly affirms Mitchell as one of pop music's most remarkable and insightful talents. Predictably, she turned
away from Blue's incandescent folk with 1972's For the Roses, the first of many great stylistic turns she took along the way of the career. Inspired by rock-jazz artist Tom Scott, Mitchell's music began to move into greater pop-oriented territory, a change typical of the single Turn on (I'm A Radio), her first hit. The 1974 classic Court and Spark was her most successful commercial
gig: a brilliant, jazzy accent, reached number two on the US album charts and released three hit singles - Help Me, Free Man in Paris, and Raised on Robbery. After miles' 1974 reunion, Mitchell appeared in 1975 with The Hissing of Summer Lawns, a bold, almost avant-garde recording that housed her increasingly complex songs in an experimental, jazz-inspired environment; and
her work in the 1970s. The Jungle Line introduced the rhythm of African Burundi drums, putting it far ahead of the pop world in the mid-1980s fascination with world music. Hedging from 1976, recorded with bassist Jaco Pastorius, smooths out the more difficult ends of music using minimalist technique; Mitchell later performed the album Coyote's first single, at the Band's Last
Waltz concert, that Thanksgiving.Her next effort, Don Juan's two-stage performer, was another ambitious move, a collection of long improvisations recorded with jazz players Larry Karl and Wayne Cusk, Chaka and a battery of Latino percussionists. Shortly after the album was released, Mitchell contacted legendary jazz bassist Charles Dingus, who invited her to work with him on
a musical interpretation of T. S. Elliot Four Quartets. Mingus, who suffers from Lou Gehrig's disease, has drawn a series of melodies to which Mitchell adds lyrics; However, Ingus died on January 5, 1979, before it was completed. After Mitchell completed her collaboration, she recorded the songs under the title Ingingus, which was published in the summer after the death of a jazz
titan. After his second living collection, Shadows and Light of the 1980s, Mitchell returned to pop territory for the 1982 Wild Things run fast; The first single, on the cover of Elvis Presley hit (You're So Square) Baby, I Don't Care, became her first chart single in eight years. Soon after the album was released, she married bassist Larry Klein, who became a frequent collaborator on
many of her subsequent material, including the synth-powered Dog Eat Dog, produced by Thomas Dolby. Mitchell's On the Move in Electronics continues with 1988's Chalk's Chalk in a Rainstorm, featuring guests Peter Gabriel, Willie Nelson, Tom Petty, and Billy Idol.Mitchell returns to his roots with Night Ride Home in 1991, a spare, unhinged collection that little more than voice
and acoustic guitar. Before they recorded Turbulent Indigo in 1994, she and Klein separated, although he still produced the album, which was the most acclaimed in years. In 1996, she collected a pair of hymns, hits and mishes that also garnered chart success Favorites. A new studio album, Taming the Tiger, followed in 1998. Both sides now, a collection of standards followed in
the early 2000s.Two years later, Mitchell got over it with the two-disc, released Travelogue. In October 2002, she announced that this would be her last album - that she was bored with the industry. She told the magazine she planned to retire. She also claimed she would never sign another corporate label deal, and at Rolling Stone blasted the record industry for being a cesspool.
By the time Travelogue appeared a month later, Mitchell had been cuddled up and her plans to call that she had been cut. Between 2002 and 2006, numerous compilations and remasters emerged culminating in the release of independent glamour in 2007. In 2014, Mitchell helped compile her first box, an anthology set, Love There Are Many Faces: Quartet, Ballet, Waiting to
Dance, which includes remastered versions of 53 songs from her back catalogue, all dealing with certain aspects of love and relationships. In October 2020, non-released recordings arrived that puzzled her first folk years, called Joni Mitchell Archives, item 1: Early Years Early Years (1963-1967) and Chronic. ~ Jason Ankeni, Rovia 3 Crosby was born in Los Angeles on August 14,
1941; The son of Oscar-winning cinematographer Floyd Crosby, he broke away from theatre school to pursue a career in music, tour the folk club and record as a member of Les Baxter Balladeers. Under the patronage of producer Jim Dixon, Crosby interrupted his first solo session in late 1963; Early the following year, he formed a Jet Set with Jim McGinn and Gene Clark, and
with the additions of bassist Chris Hillman and drummer Michael Clarke, the band was joined by Andri. Although McGirin was a major pioneer in the trademark of Byrd's 12-string sound, Crosby was the architect of his brilliant harmonies; His interest in jazz and Indian music also influenced their subsequent trips to psychedelia. However, creative differences plagued the band
throughout their careers, and in 1967 Crosby -- according to reports arranged by his band's refusal to release his wife à trois opus Triad -- left Byrd as a result of their appearance at the Monterey Pop Festival.After producing Joni Mitchell's 1968 relentless LP, Crosby released several solo recordings and began playing with former Buffalo Springfield singer and guitarist Steven
Trats. Over time, the duo were joined by former Holly, a member of Graham Ish; With its exquisitely beautiful three-piece harmonies, strong individual compositions and graceful folk-rock sound, Crosby, Stills & Nash's LP from 1969 proved to be a pop landmark, launching more fame than they had in their previous projects. The addition of the former Buffalo Springfield to the 1969
Group of 1969, Crosby, Stills, Nash &amp; &quot; &quot; &amp;quot; Young &amp;quot; only his second live meeting on the Festival; Deja View from the 1970s arrived in pre-order stores numbered over two million, and through the thought-provoking social and political messages of songs like Woodstock and Ohio, they emerged as generations of torch bearers of immense
musical and cultural influence. After a sold-out CSNY tour, the band continued to spread and Crosby resumed work on his long-delayed solo debut, releasing If I Can Only Remember My Name in 1971; the following year, he and Us made the first of several ways for the duo, and also participated in a short-lived encounter with Broad. Despite the continuing creative differences,
CSNY was formed for a 1974 tour; Crosby and Ish released Wind on the Water a year later, and in 1977. Stills are back in the fold for a very platinum CSN. However, as Crosby's long-running drug problem continued to worsen, he eventually descended with both Stills and Ish, and a planned second solo album, Might as Well Have Good Time, was rejected by the Capitol in 1980.
Over the years, a number of arrests for possession of cocaine and illegal weapons have hampered him over the years, even when he was reunited with Titis and Ours in 1982 for The Day Daylight Top 10 Again. After completing what followed, the Allies in 1983, the trio did not record together for another seven years. In late 1985, Crosby was sentenced to prison after escaping
from the drug rehabilitation clinic he had entered instead of serving the previous prison term; after his release the following August, he finally defeated his demons, later chronicling the ugly details of his addiction in the fine autobiography Long Time Gone. In 1988 - 18 years after Deja Vu's release -- Crosby was reunited with Stills, Ours, and also Young for the American Dream;
his second solo effort, Oh Yes, I can, finally appeared the following year. After the release of CSN Live It Up in 1990, Crosby continued to suffer personal misery - he was first badly injured in a motorcycle accident and in 1994 lost his home in Los Angeles as a result of massive earthquake damage. Months later, he returned to the headlines when he was declared hepatitis C and
died of liver failure, having undergone a successful organ transplant in 1995. During the rehabilitation period that followed, Crosby met James Raymond, his son, who had been a pre-adoption father more than three decades earlier and a professional musician; and a professional musician. The two soon began writing songs together, and with guitarist Jeff Pevar, they formed CPR,
releasing a series of albums and touring regularly. In early 1997, Crosby, Titts and Nish were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame; Six years earlier, Crosby was inducted into the Hall of Fame as a member of The Beard. The youngster returned to the herd for Looking Ahead in 1999, with the resulting millennial tour - dubbed CSNY2K - heralding the first road venture in a
quarter of a century. Crosby has again been the subject of tabloids when it was revealed in the early 2000s that singer Melissa Etheridge and her partner Julie Cypher; that same year, he published a second book, Stand and Counting, which gathered interviews with actors and musicians to explore the intersection of celebrity and social activism. Since 2001, the Crosby, Stills
&amp; Nash became a regular and annual event, with Crosby finding a safe haven and taking to the stage alongside his musical compatriots for more than four decades. In both 2002 and 2006, Neil Young completed the CSNY lines for his live meetings, and although the politically motivated Freedom of Speech tour in 2006 was very motivated by Young's muse, Crosby's Dija
View was a cornerstone of the film and served as the title of both the live films and Young's album, which documented the tour. Also in 2006, Crosby, along with Us, accompanied Pink Floyd guitarist David Gilmour to sessions for his solo album Island, and the pair continued to help him promote the record on tour. Produced by Nash and archivist Joel Bernstein, the collection
marries two discs of classic material with a disc of unsigned recordings and sets the template for both Nash's 2009 and Stills' 2013 Carry On reflections. In the summer of 2013, Crosby began talking about the sessions for his fourth solo album, his first in more than 20 years. Produced in conjunction with his son Raymond and starring Winton Marsalis and Mark Knopfler, Croz
appeared in late January 2014. The singer/songwriter then collaborated with Puppy's Snar Michael League. The couple wrote songs together and then discussed how long it would take to record an album. The Premier League wanted two weeks; Crosby wanted a month. He worked at Jackson Browne's studios for 12 days. The first single Things We Do for Love was released in
July 2016; followed in October. Continuing this fruitful late career plan, Crosby set another record for its entire duration the following year. Released in September 2017, Sky Trails was re-produced by Raymond, and included a cover of Joni Mitchell's Amelia, from her 1976 album Hejira. He announced an autumn tour of the United States in support of the album. Crosby quickly
followed Sky Trails in October 2018 with Here If You Listen, which again featured the band supporting lighthouse's singer/songwriter. ~ Jason Ankeny, RoviPage 4Very often described in his early days as a hybrid of Dylan and the Beatles, the Birds in turn influenced Dylan and the Beatles almost as much as Bob and Fabito read influenced Byrd. Byrds' innovations have had
almost as much impact over subsequent generations, in the work of Tom Petty, R.E.M., and countless alternative bands of the post-punk era that include those gadgets and dense harmonies. Although Ted honed his combination of folk and rock when their debut was Single, Mr. Tambourine in mid-1965 it was something of a miracle that the group managed to come together in
the first place. None of the members of the original quintet had extensive experience in the field of power tools. Jim McGinn (he changed his first name to Roger a few years later), David Crosby and Gene Clark are all young veterans of both commercial folk-pop-dumb and the acoustic coffee scene. They were inspired by the Beatles' success in mixing folk and rock; McGuinn was
already playing Beatles songs at Los Angeles clubs when Clark approached him to compose an act, according to subsequent memories, in the style of Peter Gordon. David Crosby soon joined them to make them a trio, and they did a primitive demo like Jet Set, which was still bursting with promise. With the help of musicians at the session, they issued one to Electra as
Beefeaters that while the flop showed them getting quite close to folk-rock sounding like it would electrify the pop scene in a few months. The biffs, soon renamed The Beers, were moved to a quintet with the addition of michael clarke and bluegrass mandolinist Chris Hillman, who was signed in to play electric bass even though he had never played the instrument. The band was so
lacking in its early stages that Clark played on cardboard boxes during their first rehearsals, but they decided to master their instruments and become a full-fledged rock band (many demos from that period would later be brought to the surface for official release). They managed to get a demo of a new dylan song, Mr. Tambourine; By removing some verses and adding instantly
memorable 12 string guitar waters and Beatles harmonies, they came up with the first great folk-rock slams (although Bo Buzzels and others began exploring similar territory). For the single Mr. Tambourine, the band's vocals and inimitable Richenbaker were supported by studio musicians, although the band (contrary to some widespread rumors) performed on their subsequent
recordings. The first long-haired American bands to compete with British bands on the invasion visually as well as musically, They were soon anointed as the Beatles' American counterpart by the press, legions of fans and George Harrison himself. Their debut album, Mr. Tambourine Man, is a terrific album that mixes a stellar interpretation of Dylan and Pete Seeger's melodies
with strong, more romantic and pop-based originals, usually written by Gene Clark in the band's early days. A few months later, their version of Seeger Turn! Inclusion! Turn! becomes another hit and instant classic, featuring larger fierce guitar lines and ethereal, intertwining harmonies. While their second LP (Turn! The band isn't as strong as their full-length debut, the band
continues to move forward at a staggering rate. with his narco-liquid (intentional or otherwise) lyrical images, writhing bassline and mcguin's disturbingly beautiful solo, which was inspired by John Coltrane and Indian music. They suffered a major loss immediately after Miles Hay, the eight, with the departure of Gene Clark, their primary composer, and, along with McGuinn, lead
vocalist. The reason for his resignation, ironically, was the fear of flying, even though other pressures were at work. The eight miles high, astonishingly, will be their last 20 bachelors; Many radio stations banned the recording of his alleged drug references, halting his progress to number 14. This ended the Beatles' brief period as commercial contenders for the Beatles, but they
regrouped impressively in the face of setbacks. As the quartet continued, McGwyn, Crosby and Hillman took on much more of the responsibilities that were discharged. The third album, Fifth Dimension, contains more revolutionary folk-rock and psychedelic songs such as Fifth Dimension, I See You and John Riley, although (like several of their classic early albums) they mix
brilliant songs that have been strangely half-baked or carefreely performed. The younger Yesterday, (1967), which includes small hits So You Want to Be a Rock and Roll Star and My Back Pages (another Dylan cover), is another high point, Hillman and Crosby in particular to take it to a new level. In 1967, Crosby will play a much more prominent role in the band, singing and
writing some of his best material. But he didn't get along well with McGuinn and Hillman and was dumped by Birds in the Bird Brothers recording. Gene Clarke, who returned to the band, was left with just a few weeks left, and by the end of 1967 Michael Clarke was also missing. Remarkably, in this chaos (not to mention declining record sales), they continue to sound as good as
ever to Notorius. It was another effort that mixed electronic experimentation and folk-rock mastery with aplomb, with hints of growing interest in country music. McGuinn and Hillman rebuilt the band once more in early 1968, McGowan spread out with the thrilling possibility of a double album to play as a history of contemporary music evolving from traditional folk and country to jazz
and electronic music. To that end, he hired Gram Parsons, who has since said, to play keyboards. Under Parsons's influence, however, the Bairds soon became a full-blown hit in country music, with Parsons taking on much of the guitar and vocal slings. In 1968, McGinn, Hillman, Parsons and drummer Kevin Kelly recorded Rodeo Favorite, which was probably the first album to
be widely labeled as country rock. Opinions on Rodeo's merits remain sharply divided among Byrds fans. Some see it as a natural continuation of the group's innovations; other bellwee Loss of the band's trademark crystal guitar and short-circuit the potential of McGuinn's most ambitious experiments. However, one feels, there is no doubt that he marked the end, or at least a
drastic reannoument, of byrds' classic sound from the period 1965-1968 (literary by tambourine Man and Famous Albums). Parsons, the main catalyst for the metamorphosis, left the band after about six months, partly unjustifiably, during a 1968 tour of South Africa. It couldn't help, however, that McGuinn replaced several of Parsons' lead vocals at rodeo with his last-minute ones,
ostensibly because of contractual hurdles that prevented Parsons from singing to the Colombian prime minister. (Some songs with Parson's vocals sneaked in, and others appeared in the 1990s to form the Flying Burrito brothers with Parsons. , essentially, Baird's name is a front for Roger McGuinn and the back group. Opinions again remain sharply divided on the merits of byrds'
recent albums. McGuinn is (and is) such an idiosyncratic and pleasing talent that fans and critics tend to give him a little relaxed; and his lennon-meets-dylan vocals stood out. But aside from some good echoes of the Nard vintage like Chestnut Mare, Jesus is fine and Drug Store Truck Drivin's Man, none of byrds' 1968 albums resonate with almost the same high quality and
authority of the classic period 1965-1968. This is partly because McGuinn is a misunderstanding (albeit sometimes fine) songwriter; It's also because Birdie was a very diverse and significant talent at the top of birdie, not just leadership ideas. Baird's diminishing importance should sting McGuinn in light of the growing profiles of several Baird alumni as the 1960s turned into the
1970s. Hillman, Parsons and (for a while) Michael Clarke took country rock further with the Flying Burrito brothers; Even Gene Clark, though he gave up the commercials, recorded several respected country albums. The original quintet actually reunited for a one-off reunion album in 1973; although she makes the top 20, she is the first and one of the most flags, examples of the
nonsense of a great group reuniting in an attempt to regain the lightning for the last time. The original Byrds continued to engage in solo careers beyond projects in the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1980s, Crosby struggled with drug problems while Hillman success in the country with the desert rose group. Bird's legend is tainted by scrolls over which members of the original cast have
the right to use Byrd's name; For a long time, drummer Michael Clarke even toured with Buldy, which did not include other original members. In 1991, Baird was inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. Gene Clarke died a few months later, and Michael Clarke died in 1993, as a permanent Scotch prospect to reunite the so-called black hole. * Richie Unnterberger, Rowy Briles
5In the Beatles' story begins in Liverpool in March 1957, when John Lennon (born October 9, 1940) formed a band called The Quarry. His life was changed by the excitement of rock 'n' roll music - heralded by Bill Haley and his comets, but taken to another level when Elvis Presley stormed the cards in 1956. The following year, the arrival of the hits of Little Richard, Buddy Holly
and The Crickets, Everly Brothers and the movie theater The Girl Can't Help It, starring Eddie Cochran, sang Twenty Flight Rock. He introduced John on July 6, 1957, to a church in Oulton, Liverpool, Paul McCartney (born June 18, 1942) and sang Eddie's perfect word. Impressed, John invited the 15-year-old to join his group. In February 1958, Paul's younger disciple George
Harrison (born February 25, 1943) won his place in The Quarry Men when he impressed others with his guitar skills, especially Bill Yunchi's current hit Raunchy. With a constant core of John, Paul, and George, the group underwent a series of changes and names. After winning a reliable drummer - Pete Best - in August 1960, The Beatles made their first visit to West Germany to
perform at hamburg clubs. Playing long sets at night, they spent hundreds of hours on stage during five visits to the city. At Liverpool, in Liverpool, their regular proflison base is the Cavern Club, where they play almost 300 times. The experience gained in Hamburg and at The Cavern helped make The Beatles the most experienced and popular group of Merseyside.At this time, a
liverpool group has the chance to face them as it tries to gain a foothold in a record-breaking London-focused business. In early 1962, they acquired an ambitious and sophisticated manager, record store boss Brian Epstein. He faced regular rejection from music companies until George Martin signed the band to EMI's parlophone label. By fate, the Beatles have found the perfect
manager and perfect producer. The last part of the photo moved into place just three weeks before he recorded his first single on September 4, 1962. He has played with Rory Storm and the Hurricanes - another Liverpool squad that played long games at Hamburg clubs. Ringo's personality, sense of humour and hard and inventive drumming proved to be just about Their first
single Parlophone was released on October 5, 1962. Both sides of the disc are original compositions - a remarkable statement of intent from a band that is taking its first steps in the music business. Actually, George Martin urged them to record How Do You Do It? to Mitch Murray, which he feels was a sure-fire blow. They reluctantly agreed, but managed to persuade George to
throw the record in favor of his own songs Love Me Do and P.S. I Love You. An example of how the Beatles' story could be very different with a less open producer. George Martin's faith in the Beatles and in John and Paul as composers was soon justified by the release of Please Ask Me in January 1963. The single reached the top of all but one of the UK charts. Followed by
number one From Me to You and their first album Please Please, which has been at the top of the chart for 30 weeks until their next LP replaces it at number one. The debut album includes eight Lennon/McCartney compositions and six covers of the latest American albums Rhythm and Blues. The selection, the result of the Beatles' constant search for the unusual, showed
impeccable taste. Compared to the complex organisation of R&amp;quot; original as Twist And Shout&quot;, their versions have been disassembled reinventions for a four-part bit group. George Martin confirmed that this was mostly the American rhythm and blues sound that was their inspiration. Perhaps it was the so-called Beatles sound, because all the black music was a
huge influence on them. However, this source is unknown to the majority of their British fans. The second super confident album, With The Beatles, was released in November 1963, when the single She Loves You was at Number One. Once again, it includes eight original compositions - including All My Loving and George Harrison's first song 'Don't Me' and six versions of the
cover. A week later, I want to hold your hand, and it also reached number one. The band has become the biggest musical phenomenon in British show business. Among the key factors that led to this success are the chemistry between the four personalities in the group, their huge charm and daring image - no one wore their hair for so long. Their interviews were funny and
expressive, there was a charismatic presence in the performance, and the girls screamed and fainted over them. The term Beatlemania was coined by the press to describe the hysteria aroused by the band, but as the show's show Royal Variety demonstrates, their popularity extends far beyond the teen market. The Beatles did something extraordinary for a British act. In
February 1964, they arrived in the United States to appear to Ed Sullivan. They have reached 73 million viewers, the largest TV audience to date, and with I Want to Keep My Hand at the Top of the Charts, America suddenly took place from The Their success spread around the world, almost everything the group has done since then has been unprecedented. In addition to
unparalleled record success - they occupy all five positions in the U.S. charts in the first week of April - their first film, The Night of the Hard Day, was a box office hit and was praised for its wit, invention and helpless solo composed songs. The 1964 premiere was perfectly timed to take advantage of their international breakthrough. They rounded out the year with Beatles For Sale
and massive hit single Feel Good. In 1965, they starred in the film Help!. Like their first film, it was directed by Richard Lester and featured a brilliant series of songs on the accompanying album. Tucked away towards the end of the LP was a performance by Paul McCartney on his line-up Yesterday. Not even released as the only one in the UK, it is number one in America. It
quickly became - and remains - the most covered song of all time. Yesterday is an example of how the Beatles and their producer have not compromised; whatever it is best, the song has always been haunted. In the case of Yesterday, the bold choice is the classic arrangement for a string quartet. For the next album Rubber Soul, more studio time is available to try out unusual
tools and adventurous recording techniques. The words of the songs are more mature, and the vocal mixture heard on songs like Nothing And Michelle is one of the album's most distinctive qualities. The sound of the Beatles, of course, is distinguished by the character of its voices. Several bands have been blessed with two strong singers as versatile as John Lennon and Paul



McCartney. Moreover, George Harrison not only contributed at least one vocalist to each album, but his voice was integral to the Beatles' intricate vocals. Ringo Starr sings solo on albums, making such Lennon/McCartney songs as The Yellow Submarine and With A Little Help from Friends they can't reproduce without their voice. Released on the same day as Rubber Soul,
December 5, 1965, We Can Handle Tripper Day is the first of The Beatles' double A-Sides. They ended another grief with their last British tour. There is a deadline to finish their next album because the concerts are scheduled for the summer of 1966 around the world. But it didn't affect their approach to enrollment at all. Revolver sessions have reached a new peak of creativity in
performance, songwriting and innovative studio techniques. In addition to the song composition shown by John and Paul, LP contains the greatest contribution to date from George with three songs. His tax man was granted status on the album's opening track. Eleanor Rigby is now considered a fully realized masterpiece, but when they were released in August 1966 on a
Revolver and as a single, along with the Yellow Submarine, its solemn theme and strict regime were radical A year earlier, in August 1965, their appearance in front of 55,600 fans at New York's Shea Stadium broke the record for concert attendance and stationery revenue. But the live performance turned into an unhappy charade ... and dangerous. Who cares how lucrative it is?
This had to stop. The Beatles' final paid-for concert took place in Candlestick Park, San Francisco, on August 29, 1966.At the end of 1966, The Beatles began working on Strawberry Fields forever. Its long evolution shows that the musical imagination and technical experimentation heard on revolver will continue. To stop the long wait for new material, strawberry fields Forever and
Penny Lane were released in February 1967. Although the songs were always attributed to Lennon and McCartney, it soon became clear that whoever sang the vocals was usually the main composer. A two-sided single shows how their different stylistic approaches have established the perfect counterbalance. Having set himself the task of writing about his childhood in Liverpool,
John's song is dreamy and soaked in melancholy, while Paul is exalted and overflowing with glittering vignettes. Many of these films were shocked when unconventional promotional films for both songs were broadcast. Even their moustache and John's glasses were considered proof of how strange the Beatles had become. The world in the square is worried. Everyone listened
over and over until he got it. Released on June 1, 1967, Sgt.'s immediate artistic and commercial success provided the soundtrack to the so-called summer of love, but his appeal was ageless. The Beatles performed their next single All You Need Is Love for the first time on the TV program Our World - broadcast live to an audience of 350 million worldwide. Their place at the top
of contemporary pop music is undeniable. Sadly, soon after, the Beatles were shaken by the sudden death of their manager Brian Epstein in August 1967. They set out to write and direct Magic Tour - a film shown on UK television on Christmas Day. Some of the millions who saw him didn't like him. As Paul McCartney recalled: They were looking for a special plum pudding. That's
what they expected, and they didn't get it! We give it to the kids. Why can't they see something distant? The music was as successful as ever. The six new songs in the film and number one Hello, Goodbye have completed a very famous year of recording. Three more songs from 1967 remained unauthorized until they were heard in the film Yellow Submarine premiered in 1968.
The film's imaginary animation evokes Sgt. Pepper's psychedelic spirit to reveal love's triumph over evil. In fact, the group allowed the a little rest. The first music from 1968 was on March 17 in its 17th Lady Madonna. Soon after it was recorded, the Beatles flew to Rischikesh, India, for several weeks of meditation with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. In this remote and peaceful place,
they enjoyed a prolific period of songwriting. As George Harrison explains: When we got back, it became clear that there were more songs than an album would make. Recorded in five months, the double LP The Beatles was soon known as the White Album for its plain white cover. Hey Jude and Revolution were the first songs to be heard from the sessions when they were
released as a single on August 30, 1968 - the first Beatles record to be clinched with the Apple label. Never interested in repeating themselves, The Beatles took a different approach in the studio in 1968. Ringo Starr recalled: On the White Album, we became a band again, and that's what I always love. I love being in a band. Discussing his composer, John Lennon reflected: 'It
was a complete twist from a serve. My songs on the double album were quite simple and basic. It's astonishing to hear the Beatles move through every style of popular music, including pastures of Hollywood musical number (Honey Pie), intense blues (Yer Blues) and heavy rock (Helter Skelter). As with Sgt. Pepper, no single was released by The White Album in the United
Kingdom and the United States in the 1960s. But it's full of songs that may have been huge hits, such as Back In The USSR, Ob-la-di, Ob-la-da and While My Guitar Cries Slightly. In January 1969, while the White Album was in first place, The Beatles came together to write and rehearse new songs for a live concert on TELEVISION. The plan changed so that their work was
eventually documented in a film released more than a year later. His latest scene shows the Beatles performing on the roof of their Apple office building in Savile Row, London, with most of the audience gathered on the street below. Come back, number one in apple sessions, quickly followed by John and Yoko's Ballad - a chronicle of John's marriage to Yoko Ono and the
honeymoon/Bed in for peace in Amsterdam. Recorded in the summer of 1969, the last album The Beatles together was named after the street where EMI studios are located. It's a fitting tribute to where most of their songs were recorded. The Beatles' collaboration with producer George Martin and abbey road engineers sparked the way popular music was created. In many cases,
this team rewrote the rule book and set a new standard that their contemporaries had to aspire to. Unlike The January recordings at Apple, which are like living without superdebs, their return to studios on Abbey Road with George Martin carefully craft songs with ambitious musical pers. The album is diverse Come Together and two songs that show George Harrison's song are
peaking - Something and Here Comes the Sun. Abbey Road's character, however, is dominated by the sophisticated jellyfish group called The Long One. The Beatles' album and career captured an impressive conclusion. What a farewell. Measured in terms of its immense popularity and musical ingenuity, Abbey Road is now challenging the status of the Sgt. Pepper Lonely
Hearts Club Band as the Beatles' greatest achievement. When the earlier recordings of 1969 were finally released as Let It in May 1970, the news was already broken that the band had split. The album is 20 years old and is a feat of any other artist. When the Beatles started making recordings, no one expected them to be heard in the distance in the future. Pop music is
considered a one-off. But the endless appeal of the Beatles catalogue ensures it was built to the last and highly valued. In 1979, distinguished conductor and composer Leonard Bernstein wrote: Three bars on Life Day still support me, rejuvenate me, ignite my sensibility and sensitivity. There is another dimension to the seductive power of Beatles music. Filled with the spirit of the
era in which he was born, he is joyful and generous. All you need is love. With our love, we can save the world. The love you accept equals the love you make. Tom Petty felt it: We grew up with the Beatles and grew up trusting them. Kevin HowlettWig as John Lennon and George Harrison, McCartney began exploring the creative ways outside the Beatles in the 1960s, but when
his bands released their own experimental recordings, McCartney trusted the writer and producer of other artists. , with the exception of his 1966 soundtrack to The Family Road. After his marriage to Linda Eastman began working in his studio on March 12, 1969, on his first solo album. He released McCartney in April 1970, two weeks before the Beatles Let It Be was scheduled
to go into stores. Before the album was released, he announced that the Beatles were falling apart, against the will of other members. As a result, tensions between him and the other three members, especially Harrison and Lennon, increased and he won the ill will of many critics. However, McCartney has become a hit, spending three weeks at the top of the US charts. In early
1971, he returned with Another Day, which became his first hit as a solo artist. They were followed a few months later by Ram, another home collection, this time featuring his wife, Linda.By late 1971, the McCartney family formed Wings, which was recording and touring tape. Former Moody Blues guitarist Denny Lane and drummer Denny Seiwell became other members of the
band, and Wings released their first album Wild Life in December 1971. Wild Life has been met with bad reviews and is a relative flop. McCartney and Wings, who are now with former Grease Band guitarist Henry McCullough, spent 1972 as a working band, releasing three singles - the Protest Bring Ireland Back to the Irish, reggae Mary had a little lamb and rock Hi Hi. Red Rose
Speed followed in the spring of 1973, and while he received poor reviews, he became his second American album no.1. Later in 1973, Wings began its first tour of the British, at the end of which McCullough and Saywell left the band. Before departing, McCartney's theme for the film Live and Let Die became the top 10 in the US and UK. This summer, the rest of the wings
recorded a new album in Nigeria. Released in late 1973, Band on the Run was both McCartney's best-reviewed album and his most successful, spending four weeks on the US charts and eventually going platinum. Following the band's success in Run McCartney, McCartney formed a new version of Wings with guitarist Jimmy McCullough and drummer Jeff Britton. The new line-
up was screened in the 1974 single Junior's Farm and the 1975 hit album Junior's Farm. Venus and Mars. With the speed of sound follows in 1976; this is wings' first record, which includes compositional performances of other bandmembers. However, the album became a monstrous success based on two McCartney songs, Silly Love Songs and Let'em In. Wings supported the
album with its first international tour, which broke much of the attendance and was captured on a three-part album Wings Over America (1976). After the tour ended, Wings died shortly in 1977, with McCartney releasing an instrumental version of Ram under the name Trumpington and producing Ney Lane's solo album Holly Days. Later that year Wings released Mull of Kintyre,
which became the best-selling British single of all time, selling over two million copies. Wings followed Kintyre's Mul with the City of London in 1978, which became another platinum record. After he was released, McCulloch left the band to join the group with Little Faces, and Wings released back into the egg in 1979. Although the record was platinum, it failed to produce big hits.
In the early 1980s, McCartney was arrested for marijuana possession at the start of a Japanese tour; he was imprisoned for ten days and then released without any charges. Wings practically broke down after McCartney's Japanese bust, although it was not officially announced until April 27, 1981, when Nie Lane left the band. In England, McCartney recorded McCartney II, which
was a one-off attempt as his solo debut. Ironically, the single hit related to is live from the song Coming Up, recorded in Glasgow with Wings in December 1979 and is intended to be B-side at 45, with a solo studio record such as A-side. DJs prefer the live version, and it continued to hit number one. Later in 1980, McCartney entered the studio with producer Beatles Martin to make
Tug of War.Released in the spring of 1982, Tug of War received the best reviews of any McCartney album since Run and loaded number one with Ebony and Avery, a duet with Stevie Wonder that became McCartney's biggest American hit. In 1983, McCartney sang on The Girl is Mine, the first single from Michael Jackson's album Thriller. In return, Jackson dueled with
McCartney on Say Say Say, the first single from McCartney's 1983 album. Pipes of Peace and the last number one single of his career. Relations between Jackson and McCartney collapsed significantly when Jackson bought the rights to publish the Beatles songs from McCartney in 1985.McCartney in 1984 with Broad's Dai Mi Uvasi. While the soundtrack, which featured new
songs and recorded tunes, was a hit, generating the hit single No More Lonely Nights, the film was a flop, earning terrible reviews. The following year, he had his last American top tan with the theme of the comedy Chevy Chase/Dan Aykroed Like Us. Press to Play (1986) received some strong reviews, but it's another flop. In 1988, he recorded a collection of rock 'n' roll antiquities
called Choba B CCCP for release in the US; officially released in the US and UK in 1991. For the 1989 flowers in Dirt, McCartney co-wrote several songs with Elvis Costello; The couple also wrote songs for Costello's Spike, including the hit Veronica. Flowers in Dirt received the strongest reviews of any version of McCartney by Tug of War and was supported by an extensive
international tour that was captured live double album Tripping the Live Fantastic (1990). For the tour, McCartney hired guitarist Robbie Mackintosh and bassist Hamish Stewart, who would form the core of their band for the remainder of the 1990s. In early 1991, McCartney released another live album in the form of Unplugged, which was taken from his MTV concert program of
the same name. this is the first unplugged album to be released. Later that year, he unveiled Liverpool Oratorio, his first classical work. Another pop album, Off the Ground, followed in 1993, but failed to generate major hits despite McCartney's successful tour. After completing the New World Tour, in December 1993, he released a new live album, Paul Is Live. In 1994, he released
a techno album by Ambition Techno under the pseudonym The Fireman. McCartney premiered the second classic, The Leaf, in early 1995 and then began hosting the Westwood One series called Oobu But his main activity in 1995, as in 1996, was the Beatles' anthology, which covered a long video recording of the band and the Beatles' multi-million-year release was ahead of
and rarely. After his anthem was completed, he released Flaming Pie in the summer of 1997. A low-key, largely acoustic affair that had some of the same charm on its debut, Flaming Pie received the strongest reviews McCartney had received in years and was a modest commercial success, debuting at number two in the US and UK charts; it was his highest U.S. chart since he
left the Beatles. Flaming Pai certainly benefited from the success of anthology, as did McCartney himself - just a few months before the album was released in 1997, she received a Knighthad.On April 17, 1998, Linda McCartney died after a three-year battle with breast cancer. In the following months, who was grieving, Paul returned in 1999 with Run Devil Run, a collection that
featured mainly songs. E-commerce-based Liverpool Sound Collage followed a year later, and the pop album Driving Rain - a successor to Flaming Pie - came a year later. The live album in the US appeared in America in 2002 with the slightly different international release Back in the World, then soon after. McCartney's next project included sessions with superproducer Nigel
Godrich, the results of which appeared to be mild chaos and a backyard creation put on sale in late 2005. The album reached the top ten in more than ten countries, including the US and UK, McCartney performed every instrument (without the strings) of the 2007 produced Memory Kahne, known for many bizarre songs, some of which were recorded before the sessions of Chaos
and Creation in the Backyard. It also reached the top ten worldwide. In 2009, a live CD/DVD set appeared, Good Evening in New York City. The following year, McCartney began an extensive reissue campaign with a set of the band's box office in Run, and he supported reissue with an American tour in the summer of 2011.Later in 2011, McCartney released his first ballet,
Ocean's Kingdom, and less than a year later, followed by one first - his first collection of standards before World War II. The latest work, titled Kisses at the Bottom, tops the American jazz charts and reaches the Top 5 in seven different countries. His hectic year continued in the summer, when he ended the opening ceremony of the 2012 London Olympics with a set that also
included a custom extended version of Hey Jude. A surprising deposit for 2012 came that December, when he appeared on stage with the surviving former members of Nirvana as part of a charity concert for the victims of Hurricane Sandy.The 2013 brought filmed by four of McCartney's favorite producers: Paul Epworth, Ethan Johns, Giles Martin and Mark Ronson. Its original
intention was to hold a producer who seeks to select one of them to oversee his entire album. However, each has a hand in producing New, his first album of the original material in six years, which appeared in October. Over the next two years, McCartney supported the album with a series of international tours. In 2015, he went on to continue the Paul McCartney Archive
Collection with luxurious reissues of Tug from War and The Tubes of Peace. The following summer, he released Pure McCartney, a personal curator of his solo career, available in two separate incarnations: a dual-disc set and a four-disc box. Flowers in the dirt arrived in early 2017 as part of the singer's archive collection. In September 2018, he released his 17th solo album to
Greg Kurtin, produced in Egypt. preceded by the single I Do Not Know Come to Me and Fuchs T. The Egyptian station became McCartney's first album in the United States since Tug of War. In the UK k. Several non-LP songs from the sessions of Egypt station appeared in 2019, after which McCartney released an edition of the Archive of Flaming Pie in July 2020. The bigger
news for 2020 is the recording and release of McCartney III, the album McCartney wrote and recorded himself during the global lockdown of 2020. McCartney III appeared on December 18, 2020, giving McCartney his first UK No.1 album since Flowers in Calder. he debuted in the US ~ Stephen Thomas Earlwin & William Rullman, Rowstray 7Woody Blues, as they became known,
made their debut in Birmingham in May 1964, and quickly won the notice and later the services of manager Tony Secondnd. A major tour was quickly recorded and the band landed at marquee club, leading to a contract with the 10 months after their creation. The band's first single Steal Your Heart Away, released in September 1964, did not touch British charts. But their second
single Go Now, released in November 1964, was on the cover of an almost identical American single on R&amp;B. B singer Bessie Banks, featuring Laine's mournful vocals - fulfilled all expectations and more, reaching number one in England and earning a place in some of the country's best performing venues (including the new musical express competition winners of the Music
Event Concert , which appear with some of the main acts of the period); His 10th place on the charts in America also earned them a place as a support for the Beatles on a tour, and the release of a subsequent LP (Magnificent Moodies in England, Go Now in America) on both sides of the Atlantic. It came with a follow-up visit to Go Now, which, however, turned out to be unfolding
them. Despite their new-found composition efforts and their access to American demos, this version of Moody Blues never came up with another success. By the end of spring of 1965. they are palpable within the group. The band decided to make their fourth single From the Bottom of My Heart, an experiment with a different, much less soulful sound, and it was one of the most
extraordinary recordings of the entire British invasion, with haunting performances everywhere. Unfortunately, the single reached number 22 on british charts after its release in May 1965 and barely touched the top 100 in America. Eventually, a grind of tours, along with the strains facing the band, became too much for Warwick, which came out in the spring of 1966; and by August
1966, Lane had left. The band was succeeded by John Lodge, a former band of Ray Thomas, and in late 1966 was joined by vocalist and guitarist Justin Hayward. For a while, they continued to make the same brand of music that the band started with, but Hayward and Pinder also wrote different types of songs, reflecting slightly more folk-oriented and pop-oriented elements that
came out as singles, but little use. At one point in 1966, the band decided to raise the stakes in England and start playing in Europe, where even the British act could earn decent fees. And they began to build a new act based on new material, which is more in line with the mild psychedelic sounds that became popular at the time. They are still critically few money and prospects,
but when fate plays a hand, in the form of a project initiated by Decca, Records.In contrast with America, where home stereo systems have been swising the country since 1958, in England the stereo is not yet dominant, nor even common in most people's homes - apart from classical listeners - in 1966 Decca had invented Deramic Stereo, which offers a wide spread of sound
combined with extremely clean and rich recording, and tries to market it with an LP that will serve as a showcase using pop/rock made in classic style. Moody Blues, which owes the label unrelated achievements and the recording of session fees from their various failed post-Go Now releases, were selected for the proposed project, which was supposed to be a rock version of
Dvorak's New World Symphony. Instead, they somehow managed to persuade Decca producers involved in the adaptation proposal to deliver something else; the producer, Tony Clark, was impressed by some of the band's compositions, and with the approval of executive producer Hugh Mendle, and the collaboration of engineer Derek Vernes, the band practically hijacked the
project - instead of Dvorák's music, they came up with the idea of an archetypetic life-cycle in rock songs set within an orchestral framework, using conductor/conductor Peter Orchestra to expand and bridge the songs. The result is the album Days of Future Passed.The album mix of rock and classical sounds is new, and at first puzzled the record company, who did not know how
to sell it, but first in England and later in America. It became a hit in the UK, driving the charts from the single Nights in White Satin (authored and sung by Hayward), which made the Top 20 in the UK; In America, the chosen single was another Hayward song Tuesday afternoon. All of this hooked up directly after the end of The Summer of Love, and the LP was completely
coincidental - completely coincidental - in time perfectly falling into the hands of listeners looking for an orchestral record to follow works such as the Beatles club band The Beatles' Lonely Hearts of the Beatles. Even better, the band still has a significant affirmation of excellent psychedelic songs to come upon. Their debt was erased and their music was now in demand, they went
to work with a subsequent recording in short order and delivered in Search of Lost Chord (1968), which was configured a little differently from its predecessor. Although Decca was ecstatic with the results of sales of Days of Future and Days of Future and commissioned Clarke and Varnals to work with them in the future, it did not wish to reschedule full orchestras. And having just
emerged from the financial hole, the group would not have gone deeper into funding such a record again. The solution to the accompaniment problem comes from Mike Pinder and an organ-like device called Melotron. Using band heads activated by pressing the keys and tape contours consisting of horn sounds, strings, etc., the instrument generates an eerie, orchestral sound.
Introduced in the early 1960s as a potential rival to Hammond's organ, Melotron slowly toiled in rock music, in acts such as Graham Bond's organization, and appeared in some place in the Beatles, such as Strawberry Fields Forever and, more recently, I Am Walrus; in the same year, in a similar support capacity, he also appeared at their sedentful request for the Rolling Stones.
As it happened, Pinder not only knew how to play Melotron, but also worked at the factory that built them, allowing him over the years to reinject, modify and customize the instruments according to his specifications. (The resulting instruments are directly named Pindertrons. The album, sublimely beautiful and crammed into a strange mix of British diva (Dr. Livingston I Guess) and
ornate, abounding Eastern-oriented songs (Visions of Paradise, Om), also introduces a psychedelic era anthem, The Legend of a Mind; Author of Ray Thomas and using the name LSD guru Timothy Leary in his lyric and choir , together with cello and hot flute, this helps make the group preferred since the late 1960s. (Members of the group have since acknowledged at different
times that at that time, as well as hallucinogenic substances). This album and its subsequent review, 1969's On the Threshold of a Dream, are magnificent achievements, using their multi-instrumental skills and the studio's full ability to remanage voices, instruments and more. But in the process of creating these two LPs, the band discovered they had painted themselves in the
corner as musicians - thanks to overdubbing, these albums were essentially the work of 15 or 20 Moody Blues, not a quintet, and they failed to reproduce their sound properly in concert. From their album To Our Children's Children's Children's - which is also the first edition of the band's newly founded label, Threshold Records - only one song driven by gypsy guitar that was once
on stage. Starting with A Matter of Balance (1970), the band specifically recorded the songs in agreements that they could play in concert, sinking their sound a little, reducing their reliance on exhaustion and in the process of sinking the sound. They managed to make most of the album and their next album Every Good Boy deserves favour on stage with impressive results. At the
time, all five members of the band had composed songs and each had their own identity, Pinder, the formidable mystique, the Lodge rocker, the Edge the poet, Thomas, the playful mystic and Hayward the romantic - all contributed significantly to their repertoire, although Hayward aspired to have the largest share of the band's singles, and his songs often occupy the main point of
their L.A.L.L. at the same time. That Hayward aspired to have the largest share of the band's singles, and his songs often took the lead in their L.A., while Hayward sought to deal with the largest share of the band's singles, and his songs often took the lead in their LPI. , a significant part of their audience does not think of Moody Blues only as musicians, but rather as spiritual
leaders. John Lodge's song I'm Just a Rock Band singer is his response to this phenomenon, giving up the role that was set on the band - it's also an unusually solid rock band for the band, and it's also a modest hit. Ironically, in 1972, the band suddenly competed with themselves when Nights in White Satin mapped back into America and England, selling far more than it had in
1967; This new round of unit sales has also led to Days of Future Sales re-selling of tens of thousands. In the midst of all this activity, members, finally slowed down and enjoyed the fruits of their success, reaching out to the expressed. As they prepared to record their new album, seventh Soruern (1972), the tension of touring and recording for five years reflected their five years.
Good songs are getting harder to release and record, and cutting this album has proved almost impossible. The public never saw the problems, and his release won them their best reviews by 2020. and was accompanied by a major international tour, and the sales and attendance are huge. Once the tour was over, however, it was announced that the band would fall apart - they
would not work together again for five years. Hayward and Lodge record very successful duet album, Blue Jays Jays and all five members made solo albums. All were released through Threshold, which was still distributed by The English Decca (then called London Records in the US) and Threshold even maintained a small catalogue of other artists, including Trapeze and
Providence, although they apparently missed their chance to sign a band that could eclipse Moody Blues musically, King Kerimson. (Ironically, he also uses melotron as a central part of his sound, but in a completely different way, and are the only ones who have ever used a more distinctive instrument.) Moodies' old recordings were strong enough, took off enough positive
memories, and picked up enough new listeners (even amid the punk and disco boom) that a double LP retrospective (This Is the Moody Blues) sold extremely well, years after they stopped working together, as did live/studio archive double LP (Caught Live +5). In 1977, the members decided to reunite, although all five were on the album Octave (1978), there were many tensions
during the recording, and Pinder was quite unhappy with LP refusing to go on tour with the band. Either way, touring the meeting with former keyboardist Patrick Moraz, who filled out the lineup, the album topped the charts. The band's next album, Long-Distance Voyager (1981), was even more popular, although at that time the shire began to develop between the band and the
critical community. Critics (who were rarely fascinated by the band even in their heyday) became increasingly harsh, and although the hiatus allowed them to skip the punk era, they looked just like outside the MTV era and the rise of acts like Madonna, etc. There are still decent hits like Gemini Dream, but albums and many of the lyrics are increasingly happening within their band
- psychedelia gives way to what it is, apart from the occasional Lodge or Hayward single, a rather soulless pop/rock. There were OK recordings and the concerts pulled well, especially for the older songs, but there was little urgency or a lot of memory for the new material. All that changed a little when one of them finally gave a song so good that in its very existence it begged to be
recorded - created by Hayward single Your Wildest Dreams (1986), an almost perfect successor to Nights in White Satin mixing romance, passion and feelings of nostalgia with a melody that was beautiful and instantly memorable (and with great rhythm). The single - along with his accompanying album, which is otherwise a very blissful affair - is approaching the top of the charts.
They were reinforced there by a gorgeous promotional video (featuring Mood Six as a younger Moody Blues) suddenly gave the band at least a little contemporary pop/rock credibility. The subsequent answer I know you're out there somewhere is a smaller but still impressive commercial success, with an even better secondary melodic theme, and the two together gave them an
essential and memorable pair of mid-1,000 hites, boosting the concert and spping up their contemporary bag. By the late 1980s, however, they were once again perceived as a nostalgia act, albeit with a huge audience - a bit like Grateful Dead without critical respect or worship. At that time, Azraz was gone and the main band was reduced to a quartet, like the keyboard players
who increased their work (along with a second drummer to support Edge). They also began to attract fans of tens of thousands in a new series of concerts, in which for the first time - they performed with orchestras and thus can make their most exquisite songs on stage. In 1994, four CDs dedicated to their work, titled Time Traveller, were released. At the time, their new albums
were barely drawn, and rarely attracted any reviews, but their catalog was among the best-selling parts of the Polygram library. A new studio, Strange Times, followed in 1999 and live (at the Royal Albert Hall) Hall of Fame was released a year later, but it was an upgrade of the original seven albums from Days of Future Passed to the seventh residency, which attracted far more
attention from the public. In 2003, Ray Thomas retired and Moody Blues continued as the main trio of Hayward, Lodge and Edge. They were still strong as a touring band in 2009, in the same period that their 1970s concert program at the Wight Festival was released as CD and DVD. That same year, Hayward's Tuesday afternoon began appearing as an accompanying Visa ad.
In 2013, the group was the subject of a retrospective of universal's four-disc film titled Quiet. Flight. Ray Thomas died at his home in Surrey, England at the age of 76 in January 2018, a few months before Moody Blues was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in April of that year. ~ Bruce Eder, RoviPage 8Thomas went through several local bands in his youth, including
Saints &amp;s Sinners and Ramblers, and for a while played and sang lead in El Riot &amp;quot; Rebels, a group whose members include bassist John Lodge and promoter Mike Pinder. In 1962, Thomas and Pinder formed Krew Cats, who made a pilgrimage to Hamburg, Germany, for work. They separated in 1963 after returning to Birmingham, but the two decided to form a
new band of the city's lively band, and the result was Moody Blues, originally based on an R&B quintet, a little closer in spirit to the early Rolling Stones, Animals and The Good Things. The band enjoyed one of the biggest hits with Go Now in 1964, but failed to follow it, despite some efforts (including From the bottom of My heart). When the band's bassist, Clint Warwick, and the
guitarist/singer, Nie Laine, left, it was his old band, 100 000. As this new edition of the group moves away from R&amp;gt; based on songs and in more experimental pop sounds, Thomas returned to the flute as the main instrument, and his voice soon began to stand out better in his new music. Thomas wasn't as natural as Pinder, Lodge or Hayward, but with the help of Pinder
and Hayward, he emerged as an important composer for the band, providing Another Morning and the wonderful Twilight Time for the growing repertoire of new, more adventurous songs that were shot in the breakthrough album Days of Future Passed (1967). On his next album, In Search of the Lost Chord (1968), Thomas gave the band a defining psychedelic-era anthem
Legend of a Mind. With the central phrase The Death of Timothy Leary/ Oh no, he's out there looking at her complex instrumental system (turning vows and rattling Melotron, sharing the spotlight with Thomas the flute), the song becomes a central part of the psychedelic era atmosphere and part of the pop culture soundtrack almost as much as Strawberry Fields Foreman or
Penny Lay; the fact that she used the name of Dr Timothy Leary, widely known after becoming an LSD guru, only strengthened the group's credibility as a serious psychedelic act in the period's counterculture. Thomas's flute is also well known in the band's two early psychedelic hits, Nights in White Satin and Tuesday afternoon, and his singing harmony sings throughout their
recordings. Moreover, he and Hayward sometimes generate an unforgettable beautiful collaboration, such as the sublimely wonderful Paradise views from In Search of the Lost Chord. Pinder is the serious mystique. Hayward the romantic, Lodge rocker and drummer Graham Egn, the poet - Thomas became a resident of the mystic band, his work characterized by carefree songs
such as Dr. Livingston, I Guess, Dear Diary and Nice To Be Here, the last kind of journey pastoral idyll mixes music and natural images. He also occasionally delivered a serious piece like Eternity Road or gentle romantic ballads like Our Guessing Game, And the Tide of, and For My Lady. Despite his late beginnings as a composer, Thomas was one of the most famous voices in
the group, and authored more than his share of popular songs in his repertoire. During the band's stay, which lasted from 1974 to 1978, Thomas released two solo albums from Mighty Oaks and Hopes, Wishes, Dreams. These albums, produced on On a large scale, he introduced Thomas's singing, but did not present his playing, waiting for the chance to perform this material in
concert. Mighty Oaks makes the top 100 and includes several songs that may have featured well on the Moody Blues album of the period, including the rock High Above My Head and the whimsical, lyrical I Wish I Could Fly. But none of the members managed to maintain a career of dynamics apart from the context of the group, and at the end of 1978 they reunited. During this
period, Thomas wrote his songs closer to a headquarters in the band, as Mike Pinder chose to leave the band rather than tour behind the new album Octave. Thomas remains as the band's musician as a musician - nowhere has he been better known as a singer than on the Long Distance (regarded by many fans in recent days as the band's best album since Reunion), in which
the finale includes a trilogy of his songs, Painted Smile, Reflective Smile and Veteran Space Rocker, both on stage and on stage for the accompanying tour. His role in the band retired significantly in the decade after his song spilled and his flute was less evidence of their music. In interviews during that period, Justin Hayward, in particular, went out of his way to praise Thomas's
singing and stressed the importance of his song, Thomas's voice remained constant with the band on stage, and he achieved much more prominence in the band's orchestra, with the fletcher of the orchestra playing the instrument, he finally managed to sing such numbers as My Lady. , which has never before been able to perform live. Thomas's health declined with the
beginning of the new century. He was unable to join the band on their tour in the winter of 2003 and was replaced by flutist Norda Mullen. Later that year, after about 40 years of contact with the band, Thomas withdrew from Moody Blues - with his exit from the band, the band's concert set also lost Legend of a Mind, which proved to be one of their most popular live numbers in 35
years. It is also ironic that because their older songs were dominated by the popularity of Moody Blues, even in the 21st century, Thomas and his songs, especially those from the 1960s, remained well represented in the various hits and best compilations that appeared in the years after he left the band. Ray Thomas died on 4 January 2018 at his home in Surrey, England; he's 76
years old. ~ Bruce Eder, Rowy Justin 9Justward (Swindon, October 14, 1946; full name David Justin Hayward) gets his first guitar at the age of nine. In 1965, he joined former Beatles English rocker Marty Wilde as a member of his backing band, Wild Cats. By the end of 1965, Hayward had four songs he felt ready to record on his own, leading him to former skifflet producer Lonnie
Donigan. Released by Pye Records on the last day of 1965, The debut of solo record London Is Behind Me failed to influence the charts. The subsequent analysis I can't face the world without you was released by Parlophone on August 26, 1966 with similar results. At the time, Hayward responded to Eric Burdon's ad for lead guitarist. But Burdon had already filled the venue and
instead recommended it to Moody Blues, who are in the market for a new guitarist/singer to replace the recently departed Nay Laine. After meeting with the group, Hayward joined Moody Blues to complete his most famous line-up. For the first six months, the band continued with the R&gt;-based repertoire that they were known for hayward's arrival. Gradually, however, they
began to work with new songs in their stage act and their recording schedule, which made a big leap when the band was chosen by Decca/London Records to take part in a stereo-demonstration of sound that mixed rock and orchestra. The resulting album Days of Future Passed (1967) revived the band's fortunes, not least through the success of Hayward's signature Nights in
White Satin and Tuesday afternoon. This lavish, romantic style will become the basis for the band's sound over the next seven years, and while each member contributes to songs and vocals, Hayward has established himself as the band's primary singer and songwriter, such as Lovely to See You, The Story in Your Eyes, and New Horizons. After the band was in 1974, Hayward
and bassist John Lodge recorded the album Blue Jays, which was on Blue Guitars, which included a backing song by the band 10 cubes. Hayward's career as a solo artist began in 1977 with the release of The Song scene, which showed a slightly more ententful and livelier sound, acoustically textured by his work with Moodies. He made worldwide gold with the top 10, Forever
Autumn in 1978 as part of Jeff Wayne's War of the Worlds album, and then released his second solo album Night Flight in 1980. Over the next few years, Hayward devoted much of his attention to the revitalized Moody Blues, who had a full tour schedule and record in front of them. A third solo climb, Moving Mountains, arrived in 1985 and is strongly reminiscent of his 70s style. In
the late 1980s, Moodies scored two hits with Your Best Dreams, and I Know You're Out There celebrates the band's recent great successes. Hayward continued recording in the 1990s with solo albums such as the Classic Blue Orchestra (1989) and later The View from the Hill (1996) and Live in San Juan Capistrano (1998). Moody Blues remained a popular concert feature and
Hayward, along with John Lodge and drummer Graham Edge, made up the rest of the band's original line-up. Hayward was awarded the ASCAP Golden Note award for British composers in 2005, and in 2013 he received his second Ivor Novello Award In the same year, he released Spirits of the Western Sky, his first solo album since 1996. A year later, he followed it up with the
live acoustic album Spirits... Live. ~ Timothy Monger &amp;quot;Bruce Eder&quot; was born in Paisley, Scotland, in 1947, the son of a Scottish mother and an Irish father. His father was deaf but still enjoyed singing, mostly Irish songs, and his early experience with music was a combination of Catholic hymns, traditional folk music and 1950s pop music. In 1968, at the age of 21,
Rafferty was a singer/guitarist and began trying to write songs professionally and was looking for his concerto. Enter Billy Connolly, later from Scottish bands such as Tiquette Lickers and brush company Acme. Connolly is a musician and comedian who finds that telling jokes from the stage is like he likes doing it and the audience is making music. He went through several bands
looking for a niche before forming a duo named Humbleboms with Tim Harvey, a rock guitarist. They settled in Glasgow and were then approached by Transatlantic, one of the most successful independent record labels in England at the time, and signed to a recording contract. After playing a show in Paisley, Rafferty turned to Connolly for the audition for some of the songs he
wrote. Connolly was impressed not only with the songs, but also with their author, and suddenly the Humbles were a trio. They have been a great success in England both on stage and on stage, but not without some strain. Connolly is a dominant personality, his jokes between songs entertaining audiences as much as the songs themselves. In addition, Rafferty began to develop
a distinctive style as a singer, guitarist and composer, and this eventually led to tension between him and Harvey: the latter left in 1970, and Rafferty and Connolly continued together for two more albums, with their composition expanding to sextet, but their relationship began to break down. The recordings sold well, and concerts grew, including a Royal Command performance.
Connolly, however, worked until all these activities were exhausted, and when he recovered, he and Rafferty eventually parted ways in the different directions everyone was going. Rafferty noticed that Connolly's jokes took up more time in their concerts than the music he wrote. They parted ways with the company in 1971. Transatlantic doesn't want to give up one of their best
fingers, especially if they have a new career to launch. Rafferty cut his first solo album for the label this year. Can I get my money back? is a melodic folk-pop album on which Rafferty uses the vocal talents of an old school friend Joe Egan. LP garnered good reviews but failed to sell. From these sessions, however, Rafferty and Egan assembled the original crew of Stealers Wheel,
which was one of the most (and rewarding) pop/rock teams from the mid-70s. Unfortunately, stealers Wheel's layouts and legal history were complicated enough to keep various lawyers well paid for much of the middle of the decade. Rafferty was in the group, then out, then again, until the lineup continued to change. Their first album was a success, the single Stuck in the Middle
with you a huge hit, but nothing then clicked commercially, and since 1975 the band has been history. Three years of legal battles ensued, solving the problems between Rafferty and his leadership. Finally, in 1978, Rafferty was free to re-record, and signed to United Artists Records. This year, he cut City to City, a melodic but strangely enigmatic album that topped the charts in
America, set there with the success of the song Baker Street. The song itself is a masterpiece of pop production, Paul McCartney, as Rafferty's vocals, bearing a central melody with a mysterious and longing lyric, backed by a quietly bubbling bass, chattering selserest and underestimating keyboard ornaments, and then Rafael Ravenscroft's saxophone, which you taste of opening
the bars, rises behind some highly amplifying serchites. It was sophisticated 1970s pop/rock at its best (and yet, it wasn't a disco!) and for months dominated the airwaves for months, skipping the number one spot in England, but selling millions of copies and occupying hundreds of total radio time. The publisher and the record company couldn't be happier. Everyone who was
concerned was thrilled until it became clear that Rafferty, who has a resonate iacocol incisors, would not be touring America to support the album. The album, which finally reached number one, may have doubled and had it in mind (many records were delivered to platinum in those days, only eventually to return 90% of those copies) Rafferty was on tour. His next record, NightWl
(1979), also mapped out and received good reviews, but the momentum that took City to best-selling status wasn't there, and Snakes & Ladders (1980), his next record, hasn't sold out nearly either. Ironically, at the time, Rafferty's brother Jim was signed to a recording contract by Decca-London, a label that wasn't much for this world - something Jerry will soon have to face in his
position at United Artists. United Artist Records saw some big hit records in the 1960s and 1970s, but by the end of the decade the parent film distribution and production company was reworking all of its operations after the mass exodus of several of its top executives. The record company is one of the first things to do - running a record company is a luxury that UA management
has been without. Rafferty was practically the last major artist to be signed to the label, and if City were a hit, the label was sold to EMI, it was probably treated as a visiting royalty. However, from the Time United Artist Records was sold to EMI around 1980, its figures show millions sold more. His contract is only part of the deal, and in fact almost none of the UA artists that EMI did
well with the new company - since many artists are caught up in one of those sales and acquisition situations, even if Rafferty has produced something similar to Baker Street in popularity, it's doubtful the record has received a boost that could have taken a hit. Sleepwalking (1982), released on Liberty and ending this round of Rafferty's public music activities, has not been heard
from since the mid-1980s, except for one song contributing to the local comedy Local Hero, a producer's concert with the band that made the top three (Letter from America) in 1987. A year later, he released his first album in more than five years, North & er South, which did not register in the audience. At that time, Transatlantic began using its early recording, reissuing its early
solos and Humbles on CD. The Wing and Prayer (1992) was also ignored by the public, although critics liked it, and Over My Head (1995) was an attempt to revisit its past by rethinking some Thieves Songs. In January 2011, Jerry Rafferty died of liver disease at the age of 63 in Bournemouth, Dorset, England. At the time of his death, he was still remembered mainly for Baker
Street and City to City, which were released as gilded audiophiles CD. And it can be expected that when a hit road is captured for the soundtrack (as Stuck in the Middle with You is for Quentin Tarantino Tank Dogs) or advertised, his voice and guitar will continue to air. ~ Bruce Eder, RoviPage 11Ney long after the album's release, budding singer and singer Gerry Rafferty (a
former member of a band called Fifth Column) approached the duo after one of their concerts for feedback on their original songs. He was invited to join the group, which officially made them a trio. Rafferty's songs soon took a prominent place in his repertoire, leading to friction with Tam Harvey. he went about half a year into Rafferty's post. Towards the end of 1969, Rafferty and
Connolly entered the studio together and cut off the second Humblebums LP, The New Humblebums, which began to include brass and woodwork. With Rafferty's pop instincts, Humblebums became more popular than ever and recorded another album in a similar vein, Open Up the Door from the 1970s. However, there is growing disagreement between Rafferty and Connolly.
Rafferty's material is more serious than the carefree, irritating, witty, and his comedy part occupied much of the Humberbooms stage show, to the point that Rafferty wanted to cut the comedy. In addition, the additional musicians that have been used on Open Up the Door make it difficult for the duo to seal the feel of the recording on stage. It wasn't a surprise when Humbleboms
split in 1971. Rafferty moved to Bicycle Thief, known for his hit Stuck in the Middle with You, and later solo, scoring a huge hit with Baker Street. Connolly, meanwhile, realised stand-up comedy was his real calling and after a few short years became one of the most popular comedians not only in Scotland but across the UK, with a career that has been around for decades. ~ Steve
Huey, RoviPage 12What happens, the management of the group persuaded Rafferty to return, later Grosvenor, Kupsch and Pilnik left. After a staggering series of changes in the previous year, Stealers Wheel ended up following a strategy - hired for many different reasons - which alongside Walter Becker and Donald Feigen in the US band Stilly Dan. Egan and Rafferty became
Stealers Wheel, an official duo, with supporting musicians who hired as needed in the studio and on tour. There was pressure for more punches. Everyone agreed that everything would turn fine was a modest success, the average tempo, the leisurely pace Star was a little more widely heard, cracked in the Top 30 on both sides of the Atlantic. The second album, Fergusley Park
(named for an area in Paisley), which ended with the duo's plan sessions, barely cracked the top 200 LP in America (although it's a little more popular than it shows among students), which would lead to a poisonous domestic situation for the duo as the pressure on them becomes even greater. In fact, the recording is original, composed of live, melodic, inventive pop/rock songs.
The commercial failure of the second album creates a tension that all but destroys the partnership between Egan and Rafferty. Along with the departure of Leiber & stoller, who have their own business problems, and the duo's inability to agree on the complement of studio musicians to help with the next album, Stealers Wheel disappeared in 18 months. Ironically, the contractually
defined final album Law or Wrong - which appeared at the time - came out much more righteous than anyone could have predicted, given the circumstances of his recording. The group ceased to exist when it was in stores. With the collapse of Craders Wilshire, Rafferty and Egan's career collapsed over the next three years as legal disputes with their management prevented
either anyone from recording. After these problems were settled, Egan made two albums for the European brand Ariola. Meanwhile, Rafferty appeared as a star on a mega-hit record in 1978 in the form of Baker Street and the album City to City. Stealers Wheel disappeared after 1975, its name and identity retired forever by its two owners (although, ironically, Rafferty made an
album in Above my head, on which he rediscovers several Wheeler-era songs he co-wrote with Egan). He and Egan have made recordings that relate to the troubled history of Stealers Wheel, immortalise their acritic history, even as at least three best European collections of Stealers Wheel material for immortality, and Stuck in the Middle with You remains the popular '70s oldie,
resumed on the soundtrack of Quentin '' Tarantino's film and was cut by Jeff Christmas Healy. ~ Bruce Eder, RoviPage 13Born in Blackpool, England, but grew up in Manchester, Our began playing music as a teenager, picking up the guitar during the UK's mid-1950s. In 1955, he formed the two teenagers with his classmate Alan Clark, and the pair performed regularly for the next
few years, eventually going from skiffle to rock'nroll. When they tried to sound like Everly Brothers, they called themselves Ricky and Dane, and after buying electric guitars guytone, they changed their name to Guytones. By 1960, the duo were playing in a band called Fourtones when they were assigned to complement Deltas, who were led by bassist Eric Haydock and drummer
Don Rathbone. After the band added guitarist Tony Hicks in 1961, the band underwent one last name change, bri going on to congratulate the main inspiration Buddy Holly.Signing with EMI in 1963, Hollies had their first U.K. Top 10 hit later in the year with the cover of Maurice Williams and Zodiac Stay. Subsequent British hits from 1963 and 1964 were closed, with the band
releasing their first original We Are Up - written by Us, Clark and Hicks under the pseudonym L. Ransford - in late 1964. Holly's golden age began in 1965, when I'm Alive became their first - and only - number one British hit, and Look Through Every Window brought them into the American Top 40. Over the next few years, the band overloaded big hits on both sides of the Atlantic.
Most of them were written by Our, Clark and Hicks: Stop in 1966. He also found tribal spirits in California, especially in the form of David Crosby and Stephen Latts. By the end of the year, Ish had left the band and officially formed a trio with this pair of folk rockers. Crosby, Stills &amp;quot;Ours made their eponymous debut in May 1969 and slowly became a sensation. Our Single
(which was rejected by Hollies, and Stills' Suite: Judy Blue Eyes didn't break the Billboard Top 20) but the album gets a strong word of mouth, working its way to number six on the Billboard Top 200 and a top four certification on its way to legendary status. It is crucial that the album is presented for Crosby, the popularity of Stills &amp;quot;Our &amp;quot;, is the appearance of
the group at the Woodstock Festival in August 1969. As a studio creation, CSN still didn't have to play live, so they decided to hire a fourth member to help fill in the band's sound. After several negotiations, the trio agreed to bring in former Buffalo Springfield partner Neil Young. Young played at Woodstock and recorded Déja View in the 1970s with the band. Two of Our's songs,
Teach Your Children and Our House, were chosen as singles, and while neither were on the Billboard Top 10, they became a lasting classic of the era. Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young supported Déja View on tour in 1970, but during the Four Way Street souvenir concert -- a double album collected by Nash -- the band split in 1971 because of interpersonal tension. Ours made his
solo debut, Songs for Beginners, an album starring cayos by Dave Mason, Jerry Garcia and Rita Coolidge, in May 1971. Reaching number 15 of billboard's Top 200 and eventually going gold, Songs for Beginners was the most successful of Ish's solo albums, but in the 1970s, he released only one more: Wild Tales, which arrived in 1973, reaching number 34. When Crosby, Stills
&quot;Ours were inactive as a group, Our worked in a duo with Crosby. Their first album, Graham Ish/David Crosby, appeared in 1972; it was released in 1972. it was turned to number four, obtaining a gold certificate that the first year of release. Neil Young joins Crosby, Stills &amp;quot;&quot; &amp;quot;Our &quot;for a 1974 tour that helped rock track down sports stadiums.
Once their road duties were fulfilled, the quartet went their separate ways, with Crosby and Ish releasing two additional studio albums - Wind on the Water (1975) and Whistling Down the Wire (1976) - along with a live album. When Crosby/Nash: Live appeared in 1977, the duo ended their relationship with Stills, and the trio put on a CSN, which became a hit thanks in part to
number seven hit Just A Song Before I Go. The band split after touring ended in 1977 and 1978, and the alliance between Crosby and Us didn't last much longer because of Crosby's growing problems. Crosby&apos;s fourth album&quot;&quot; becomes Graham Us&amp;quot;s third solo album; Earth &amp;&amp;quot; He reached number 80 when he was released in 1980. Ours
and Stills planned to record their first album as a duo in 1980, but Atlantic insisted on Crosby's involvement, so the 1982s became crosby again, an album by Stills &quot;Our &quot;Our&quot;quot;. Thanks to a pair of hits - Ours on the Road and the Revision of the Tary Curtis Brothers - Southern Cross's Southern Cross has once again become a success, and this time the trio
have managed to maintain a partnership for regular tours, an alliance that endures solo projects and personal problems. CSN was going all the time, Ours continues to pursue photography and philanthropy philanthropy extracurricular musical projects. He joined holly's band in 1983 for the album What Goes Around and his supporting tour, and in 1986 released innocent Eyes'
album. Young unexpectedly returned to the fold for the 1988 album American Dream, but refused to support the album with a tour. Crosby, Stills &amp;quot;&quot; continued without it, released live and up in 1990 and after the storm in 1994, and touring annually. CSNY met in 1999 and the band supported it with tours in 2000. The band also toured in 2002, the same year Ish
revived his solo career with Songs for Survivors. Over the next decade, Us toured with CSN, turning his attention to archival projects by organising complete boxes relating to the trio's solo, along with a massive set that documented his 1974 tour. Ours published an autobiography, Wild Tulle: Rock and Roll Life, in 2013 and not long after, the long-awaited tension in the band. In
early 2016, Trump announced that he would never work with Crosby again, eventually ending CSN. This announcement coincides with the release of This Path Tonight, Our first album in 14 years. ~ Steven Thomas Earlwine, RoviPage 14for the last whale; / Critical Mass / Wind of waterThis subset of Crosby, Stills, Our and Young featured David Crosby (r. August 14, 1941) and
Graham Us (p. 2 Feb 1942) relies on their sweet harmonies and strong compositions. The duo lasted from 1972 to less or less the constant reshab of Crosby, Stills &amp;quot;&quot;quot; &amp;quot;Our&amp;quot; in 1977. They produced a trio of well-received albums, but they also reformed in years that followed, and in 2004 they released the two-list double album
Crosby&quot; Crosby &amp;quot; Nash&amp;quot;. ~ William Rulman, Roedd 27,3230 27:323 US407 LISTENERSLOS ANGELES, US303 LISTENERSNEW YORK CITY, US286 LISTENERSAtlanta, US269 LISTENERSAmsterdam, NL247 ListenersHome passes through HazeGraham Nash &amp; David CrosbySley at Crosby &amp;&quot;&quot; &amp;quot;on spotifyPrimePrion
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